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Abstract
Generating an image from its textual description requires both a certain
level of language understanding and common sense knowledge about the
spatial relations of the physical entities being described. In this work, we
focus on inferring the spatial relation between entities, a key step in the process of composing scenes based on text. More specifically, given a caption
containing a mention to a subject and the location and size of the bounding
box of that subject, our goal is to predict the location and size of an object
mentioned in the caption. Previous work did not use the caption text information, but a manually provided relation holding between the subject and
the object. In fact, the used evaluation datasets contain manually annotated
ontological triplets but no captions, making the exercise unrealistic: a manual step was required; and systems did not leverage the richer information in
captions. Here we present a system that uses the full caption, and Relations
in Captions (REC-COCO), a dataset derived from MS-COCO which allows
to evaluate spatial relation inference from captions directly. Our experiments
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show that: (1) it is possible to infer the size and location of an object with
respect to a given subject directly from the caption; (2) the use of full text allows to place the object better than using a manually annotated relation. Our
work paves the way for systems that, given a caption, decide which entities
need to be depicted and their respective location and sizes, in order to then
generate the final image.
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Introduction

The ability of automatically generating images from textual descriptions is a fundamental skill which can boost many relevant applications, such as art generation
and computer-aided design. From a scientific point of view, it also drives research
progress in multimodal learning and inference across vision and language, which
is currently a very active research area [1]. In the case of scenes comprising several entities, it is necessary to infer which is an adequate scene layout, i.e., which
entities to show, their location and size.
From the language understanding perspective, in order to generate realistic images from textual descriptions, it is necessary to infer visual features and relations
between the entities mentioned in the text. For example, given the text ”a black
cat on a table”, an automatic system has to understand that the cat has a certain
color (black) and is situated on top of the table, among other details. In this paper, we focus on the spatial relations between the entities, since they are the key to
suitably compose scenes described in texts. The spatial information is sometimes
given explicitly, in form of prepositions (”cat on a table”), but more often implicitly, since the verb used to relate two entities contains information about the spatial
arrangement of both. For example, from the text (”a woman riding a horse”) it
is obvious for humans that the woman is on top of the horse. However, acquiring
such spatial relations from text is far from trivial, as this kind of common sense
spatial knowledge is rarely stated explicitly in natural language text [2]. That is
precisely what text-to-image systems learn, relating both explicit and implicit spatial relations expressed in text with actual visual arrangements showed in images.
A large strand of research in text-to-image generation are evaluated according to the pixel-based quality of the generated images and the global fidelity to the
textual descriptions, but do not evaluate whether the entities have been arranged according to the spatial relations mentioned in the text [3]. Closer to our goal, some
researchers do focus on learning spatial relations between entities [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
For instance, in [6, 8] the authors proposed to associate actions along with their semantic arguments (subject and object) with pixels in images (i.e., bounding boxes
of entities) as a way towards understanding the images. V-COCO is a dataset which
comprises images and manually created Subject, Relation, Object (S, R, O) onto2

Figure 1: An example to illustrate the relevance of full captions in spatial relation inference.
Given a caption, a subject token in the caption, the bounding box for the subject (both in
red), and a target object in the caption (in green), the systems need to return the bounding
box for the object (see Figure 2 for the actual images). The relationship between subject
and object is highlighted in purple. In each row we can see two different layouts for the
same subject, object and relation, motivating the need to model the full caption. Best
viewed in color. See Figure 2 for the actual images.

logical triplets, henceforth called concept triplets, where each S and O is associated with a bounding box in the image [6]. Note that the terms used to describe
the triplet concepts are selected manually from among a small vocabulary1 of an
ontology, e.g. PERSON or BOOK, and are not linked to the words in the caption.
Visual Genome is constructed similarly [8]. Typically, those datasets are created
by showing images to human annotators, and asking them to locate the bounding
boxes of the entities participating on predefined relations, and to select the terms
for the relation and entities from a reduced vocabulary in a small ontology. Using
such a dataset, [5] presents a system that uses concept triplets to infer the spatial
relation between the subject S and the object O. Given the bounding box of the
subject, the system outputs the location and size of the bounding box of the object. Evaluation is done checking whether the predicted bounding box matches the
actual bounding box in the image. The datasets and systems in the previous work
1

In this paper we will use uppercase words for ontology concepts, as opposed to lowercase for
caption words.
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Figure 2: The images that underlie the bounding boxes in Figure 1. Best viewed in color.

require the use of manually extracted ontological triplets, and systems did not use
the actual captions, posing two issues: a manual pre-processing step was required;
and systems did not use the richer information in captions.
In this paper we propose to study the use of full captions instead of manually
selected relations when inferring the spatial relations between two entities,
where one of them is considered the subject and the other is the object of the action
being described by the relation. The problem we address is depicted in Figure 1.
Given a textual description of an image and the location (bounding box) of the
subject of the action in the description, we want the system to predict the bounding
box of the target object. Note that we do not use the actual pixels for this task, but
we include Figure 2 for illustrative purposes. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no previous work addressing the same problem, i.e. nobody studied before whether
using full captions instead of concept triplets benefits spatial relation inference.
Our hypothesis is that the textual description2 accompanying the image contains information that helps inferring the spatial relations of two entities. We argue
that the information presented in manually created triplets alone is often insufficient to properly infer spatial relations. As a motivation, Figure 2 shows pairs of
examples (left and right) where the relation between the subject and the object
(given by a verb) is not enough to correctly predict the spatial relation between
2

In this paper we use caption and textual description interchangeably.
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them. In each row there are two examples for the same subject, relation and object
(e.g. person, reading, book), but the spatial relation between subject and object is
different, and depends on the interpretation of the rest of the caption. For instance,
in the top-left caption the person is sitting while it is reading a book, so that the
book is around the middle of the bounding box for the person, while in the topright caption the person is laying in bed, and therefore the book is slightly above
the person.
To validate the main hypothesis of our work, we created a new dataset called
Relations in Captions (REC-COCO) that contains associations between caption tokens and bounding boxes in images. REC-COCO is based on the MS-COCO [10]
and V-COCO datasets [6]. For each image in V-COCO, we collect their corresponding captions from MS-COCO and automatically align the concept triplet in
V-COCO to the tokens in the caption. This requires finding the token for concepts
such as PERSON. As a result, REC-COCO contains the captions and the tokens
which correspond to each subject and object, as well as the bounding boxes for the
subject and object (cf. Figure 3).
In addition, we have adapted a well-known state-of-the-art architecture that
worked on concept triplets [5] to work also with full captions, and performed experiments which show that: (1) It is possible to infer the size and location of an
object with respect to a given subject directly from the caption; (2) The use of the
full text of the caption allows to place the object better than using the manually
extracted relation.
The main contributions of the work are the following:
• We show for the first time that the textual description includes information
that is complementary to the relation between a subject and an object. From
another perspective, our work shows that, given a caption, a reference subject
and an object in the caption, our system can assign a location and a size to
the object using the information in the caption, without any manually added
relation.
• We introduce a new dataset created for this task. The dataset comprises pairs
of images and captions, including, for each pair, the tokens in the caption
that describe the subject and object, and the bounding boxes of subject and
object. The dataset is publicly available under a free license3 .
3
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2

Related work

Understanding the spatial relations between entities and their distribution in space
is essential to solve several tasks such as human-machine collaboration [11] or
text-to-scene synthesis [12, 7, 13], and has attracted the attention of different research communities. In this section, we will provide the different approaches to
infer spatial relations among entities, evaluation methodologies arisen from those
communities and available resources such as datasets.
Visual scene understanding. There has been a great interest in tasks related
to visual scene understanding in recent years, such as human-object interaction,
semantic segmentation or object detection. As a consequence, there are largescale image-based datasets like MS-COCO [10], V-COCO [6] or Visual Genome
[8].Those datasets contain very rich and diverse scenes combining humans and
their daily environments, accompanied by textual descriptions and/or structured
text, among others. Thus, in principle, they should be appropriate to test whether
textual descriptions are useful to infer spatial relations between entities.
However, none of those datasets combine concept triplets, image descriptions,
textual triplets as mentioned in the textual description, and the bounding boxes
of the subject and object for each instance. V-COCO is the most similar, but the
captions and the mentions of the concepts as expressed in the caption are not included. We thus had to build a new dataset, REC-COCO, which contains all that
information.
Spatial common sense knowledge. Initial proposals created rule-based systems to generate spatial representations [14]. With the arrival of deep learning
systems this task began to gain more interest among researchers. Malowinski et
al. [9] demonstrated that it was possible to create a system to estimate spatial templates from structured input such as (Object1 , spatial preposition, Object2 ) [15].
Collell et al. [5] proposed the task of predicting the 2D relative spatial arrangement of two entities under a relationship given a concept triplet (Subject, Relation,
Object). The template is determined by the interaction/composition of the Subject,
Relation and Object, so changing one of the concepts that make up the structured
input may change the spatial template. Contrary to those previous works, we argue
that the information presented in the concept triplets alone is often insufficient to
properly infer spatial relations. Therefore, we propose to check whether textual
descriptions in the form of captions encode contextual information which is useful
to infer spatial relations and thus place entities better in an image.
Text-to-image synthesis. Recent studies have proposed a variety of models
to generate an image given a sentence. Reed et al. [3] used a GAN [16] that is
conditioned on a text encoding for generating images of flowers and birds. Zhang
et al. [17] proposed a GAN based image generation framework where the image
6

is progressively generated in two stages at increasing resolutions. Reed et al. [18]
performed image generation with sentence input along with additional information
in the form of keypoints or bounding boxes. Some works [19, 20] break down the
process of generating an image from a sentence into multiple stages. The input
sentence is first used to predict the entities that are presenting the scene, followed
by the prediction of bounding boxes, then semantic segmentation masks, and finally the image. These works are aligned with ours, since they also assume that
the spatial relations can be obtained from paired textual descriptions and images,
as we do. However, their focus is on image generation and they do not prove that
using raw textual information is actually helpful for spatial relation inference. In
that sense, our work provides a solid foundation for their design choices and thus,
complements their work.
Quantitative information about entities. There is a line of work to determine
the quantitative relation between two nouns on a specific scale [21, 22]. These
types of relations are key for image understanding tasks such as image captioning
[23, 24] and visual question answering citeaditya2019spatial,bai2020decomvqanet.
The common theme in the recent work [27, 28, 29] is to use search query templates
with other textual cues (e.g., more than, at least, as many as, and so on), collect numerical values, and model sizes as a normal distribution. However, the quality and
scale of such extraction is somewhat limited. Bagherinezhad et al. [4] showed that
textual observations about the relative sizes of entities are very limited, and relative size comparisons are better collected through visual data. In this sense, our
work shows that it is possible to extract information about the relative sizes of entities, learning the implicit relations that appear in the raw text. In [30] the authors
automatically collected large amounts of web data and created a resource with distributions over physical quantities that can be used to acquire common knowledge
such as relative sizes of entities, but they did not use images for that goal. Their
work is complementary to ours, as we use multimodal data instead of textual alone.
Other multimodal tasks. Following the success of transformers in natural
language processing [31], multimodal transformers have been proposed to tackle
several multimodal tasks with similar architecture designs. Good examples are
ViLBERT [32], VisualBERT [33] and InterBERT [34]. Those multimodal transformers have shown strong performance in multimodal tasks such as visual question answering, visual commonsense reasoning, natural language for visual reasoning and region-to-phrase grounding. However, multimodal transformers have
been investigated for discriminative tasks, rather than generative tasks such as image generation. Only very recently a solution has been proposed for text-to-image
generation: X-LXMERT [35], which shows that multimodal transformers can also
generate state-of-the-art images from textual input. For that purpose, authors proposed to sample visual features for masked inputs and to add an image generator to
7

Figure 3: Example of REC-COCO. Given the caption, the subject token (man), the bounding box for the subject (in red), and the target object (book), the systems need to return the
bounding box for the object (in green). The dataset is automatically created from V-COCO
and MS-COCO, matching the ontological triplet in V-COCO (PERSON,READ,BOOK)
with the tokens in the MS-COCO captions. The actual image is included for illustration
purposes, it is not used by the systems. Best viewed in color.

transform those sampled visual features into images. Although the proposal is very
relevant for the field, the suggested solution does not explicitly model the spatial
layout of entities and thus, it cannot be used for the purposes of this work.

3

REC-COCO Dataset

The main goal of this paper is to extract spatial relations among the entities mentioned in image captions. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no dataset that
contains explicit correspondences between image pixels (bounding boxes of entities) and their respective mentions in the image descriptions. We thus developed a
new dataset, called Relations in Captions (REC-COCO), that contains such correspondences. REC-COCO is derived from MS-COCO [10] and V-COCO [6]. The
former is a collection of images, each image described by 5 different captions. The
latter comprises a subset of the MS-COCO images, where each image has a manually created Subject, Relation, Object (S, R, O) concept triplet, a bounding box for
the subject and a bounding box for the object. V-COCO uses ontology concepts to
describe the elements of (S, R, O) triplets, e.g. (PERSON, READ, BOOK). The
triplets correspond to actions performed by the subject on the object. Given the
bounding box of the subject and the triplet, the dataset has been used to evaluate
whether the system has been able to infer the spatial relation between the subject
and object and thus produce the correct bounding box for the object. Note that the
concept triplets are not linked to the actual words used in the image captions.
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In order to be able to access the information in the captions, we devised an
automatic method to map MS-COCO and V-COCO, so that each term in the VCOCO (S, R, O) triplet is linked to the most similar token on one of the MSCOCO captions for the corresponding image. If the similarities between terms
and tokens is below a threshold the example is discarded. To create the links, the
method considers all (S, R, O) triplets of V-COCO images in turn. For each triplet
and image, it first gathers all five captions from MS-COCO, and represents each
caption by concatenating the normalized vector embeddings of each word. Let
Ci = [ci1 ; . . . ; ciNi ] be the matrix representing caption i (i ∈ [1, 5]), where column
cij is the unit normalized embedding of the j-th word. Let also (s, r, o) be the unit
normalized embeddings of the terms used to describe the elements in the (S, R, O)
triplet from V-COCO. For each caption i, the algorithm first obtains the word in
the caption (j i ) that is closest to each of the embeddings of the concept triplet, as
well as the similarity score between them (sci ). For example, the method would
compute jsi and sciS for the S element in the triplet, as follows:
sciS = max sT · Ci
jSi = argmax sT · Ci
j∈|Ci |

i , sci , j i , sci are calculated likewise for R and O. Afterwards, it selects the
jR
O
R O
caption i whose sum of scores is maximum:

i = argmax sciS + sciR + sciO
If the similarity score is below certain threshold4 , the triplet is discarded. If
i , j i ) is selected to
not, the caption word corresponding to index jSi (respectively jR
O
represent the subject of the triplet (same for relation and object).
By applying the method described above, each element of the (S, R, O) triplets
in V-COCO is anchored to actual words occurring in captions accompanying the
image. Figure 3 shows a sample output, where the subject and object in the VCOCO triplet (PERSON, READ, BOOK) are linked to the corresponding words
in the MS-COCO caption, man and book, respectively. In addition, the action
concept READ is matched to the token reading. We discarded V-COCO triplets
corresponding to actions that do not explicitly require a subject and an object, and
that have a single argument instead (smile, look, stand, and so on). All in all, RECCOCO comprises 19, 559 instances from 6, 407 different images. Each instance
consists of an image, a caption, the subject and object words and the bounding
4

The threshold was empirically set to 0.75 based on manual inspection of the resulting dataset.
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Number of Images
Number of Captions
Number of Instances
Captions per Image
Subject-Object Pairs per Caption

6, 407
14, 928
19, 559
2.33
1.31

Table 1: Statistics of the REC-COCO dataset. Note that an image can be described by
more than one caption, and that a caption can contain more that one subject-object pair of
interest.

boxes of subject and object. In addition, in order to enable contrastive experiments,
the V-COCO concept triplet and the word corresponding to the relation are also
provided in the dataset. Table 1 shows further statistics of the dataset.
As the method to generate the dataset is automatic, we checked the quality
of the produced alignments by manually annotating 100 random samples of the
dataset. For each subject and object pair extracted by the automatic alignment
algorithm, we checked whether the tokens matched the action described by the
concept triplet. The results can be seen in Table 2. More than 85 examples got
either the subject or the object correctly aligned with caption tokens, and in 71 examples both of them were correctly aligned. In addition, we also checked whether
the verb describing the action could be correctly identified. Identifying the token
that describes the relation is more difficult, and the algorithm is only able to do it
correctly for 56 examples.
Term
Subject
Object
Subject & Object

Accuracy
86%
85%
71%

Table 2: Quality of token identification in REC-COCO for 100 random samples.

4

Model for inferring spatial relations from captions

The problem addressed in this work (cf. Figure 3) is the following: given a caption, a subject token in the caption (S), the location and size of the bounding box
for the subject, and a target object (O), the system needs to predict sensible location and size of the bounding box for the object. More formally, we denote as
Oc = [Oxc , Oyc ] ∈ R2 the (x, y) coordinates of the center of the bounding box cov10

ering the object O, and Ob = [Oxb , Oyb ] ∈ R2 half of its width and height. Thus,
we use O = [Oc , Ob ] ∈ R4 as the ground truth location and size of the object.
cb . The task is then to produce the
cc , O
Model predictions are denoted with a hat O
cb ] ∈ R4 of the token filling the Object role in the capb = [O
cc , O
location and size O
tion describing the scene given the bounding box of the Subject, which is defined
analogously S = [S c , S b ] ∈ R4 .
The proposed model is a neural network inspired in [5]. We chose this model
because of the excellent results in spatial relation inference, and adapted it to include the caption text in the input. Our model takes as input the embeddings of
the caption words, additional embeddings for subject and object tokens (S and O),
denoted respectively as vS and vO , and the bounding box of the subject [S c , S b ].
Figure 4 shows the diagram of the model, with input in the lower part and output
in the top. The system first uses a caption encoder and a dense layer to produce
the fixed-length representation of the caption. We tried different alternative caption
encoders (see below). The output of the dense layer is concatenated to the embeddings of subject and object, and fed into a dense layer which encodes the caption,
the subject and object tokens. This representation is concatenated to the subject
bounding box representation and fed into the final dense layer, which is used to
predict the object bounding box.
We experimented with three different caption encoders in our experiments:
Average embedding (AVG) This encoder just averages the embeddings of each
token in the caption:

ccap =

N
1 X
vi
N
i=1

where vi is the embedding of the ith word in the caption of length N .
BiLSTM encoder The caption words are fed into a bidirectional LSTM [36] and
the final hidden states of the left and right LSTMs are concatenated:
R
ccap = [hL
N ; hN ]

The embedding layer of the LSTM modules are initialized with external word
embeddings, and the rest of weights are learned during training.
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Figure 4: Architecture of the spatial relation inference model. The system receives as input
a caption, the subject and object tokens, the location and size of the subject bounding box,
and outputs the location and size of the subject. See text for further details.

BERT encoder In this setting we use a pre-trained BERT model [31]. More
specifically, the caption of length N is represented by the embedding corresponding to the special [CLS] token (position 0). BERT weights are fine-tuned during
training.

ccap = BERT [0](v0 , . . . , vN )
Given the output of any of the above caption encoders ccap , we stack a dense
layer to obtain the final caption representation vcap :

vcap = ReLU(Wcap ccap + bcap )

The caption representation vcap is then concatenated to the object and subject
embeddings and fed into a dense layer to obtain the final textual embedding:
12

Caption Encoder
AVG
BiLSTM
BERT

minutes per epoch
0.016
1.783
9.783

Table 3: Average training time per epoch for our model when training on the REC-COCO
dataset, depending on the caption encoder used.

zc = ReLU (Wc [vcap ; vS ; vO ] + bc )

This representation is concatenated to the subject bounding box and a final
regression dense layer produces the object bounding box:
zh = ReLU (Wh [zc ; S c ; S b ] + bh )
b = Wout zh + bout
O
where Wcap , bcap , Wc , bc , Wh , bh , Wout and bout are the parameters of the model
(along with the parameters of the caption encoders). We used the ReLU activation
function because it is widely used in similar neural network architectures. The loss
function is the mean squared error loss between the predicted and the actual values:
b = kO
b − Ok2
L(O, O)

5

Experiments

In this section we report the results of the performed experiments. We conduct
several sets of experiments, depending on the research question addressed. In the
first set we assess the validity and quality of the REC-COCO dataset, complementing the analysis presented in Section 3. In the second set, we study which encoder
is the most effective for solving this task. In a third set, we check whether it is
possible to infer the size and location of an object with respect to a given subject
directly from the caption without the need of manually extracted concept triplets.
In addition, we present a fourth set to study how complementary is the information
in the captions with respect to the triplets.
The evaluation metrics used within the paper are the ones proposed by Collel et
al. [5], and include the following: Above/below Classification Accuracy, a binary
13

metric that measures whether the model correctly predicts that the object center
is above/below the subject in the image, where we report both macro averaged
accuracy (accy ) and macro-averaged F1 score (F 1y ); Pearson Correlation (r) of
both (x, y) axes between the predicted value and the ground truth; Coefficient of
Determination (R2 ) of the prediction and the ground truth [37]; Intersection over
Union (IoU), a bounding box overlap measure [38].
The data is preprocessed using the same procedure presented in [5], namely, we
normalize the bounding box coordinates with the width and height of the images
and apply a mirror transformation on the vertical axis to the image when the object
is at the left of the subject. Textual captions are lowercased and punctuation marks
are removed.
Regarding model hyperparameters, we used 300 dimension GloVe embeddings [39] that are publicly available5 to initialize all word embeddings used in
the model. Regarding training details we use 10-fold cross-validation to train all
the models using 10 epochs, a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of 0.0001 with
an RMSprop optimizer. The same parameters are used when training the BiLSTM
sentence encoders. We use default parameters when fine-tuning the BERT encoder
and we trained for 5 epochs with a batch size of 2. All the experiments have been
performed in a single Nvidia Titan XP GPU. The observed training time per epoch
on the REC-COCO dataset is depicted in Table 3. Most of the complexity lays in
the training of the BiLSTM and BERT caption encoders. In fact, the rest of the
model only takes 0.016 minutes per epoch, as shown by the training time needed
by the average caption encoder.

5.1

Assessing REC-COCO as a dataset

In this set of experiments we want to assess the quality and validity of the RECCOCO dataset. More concretely, we want to check two important features of RECCOCO:
1. The effect of the token alignment algorithm in the task: we check whether
the noise introduced by the token-concept alignment method used to create
REC-COCO has any negative effect when comparing the results of a system
running on the aligned tokens with respect to the results of a system running
on the manual concept triplets.
2. The difficulty of the task: the proposed task should be feasible to be resolved by automatic methods, yielding results which should be comparable
to related datasets.
5
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Dataset
REC-COCO
V-COCO (subset)
Visual Genome

Size
19,559
19,559
20,000
378k

accy
77.9
75.6
71.7
74.5

F 1y
77.7
75.4
71.2
74.5

rx
70.4
78.3
87.2
89.2

ry
67.6
63.4
76.5
83.2

R2
47.3
51.7
46.9
64.8

IoU
12.1
14.9
6.8
11.1

Table 4: Assessing REC-COCO as a dataset. Comparison of results attained on comparable datasets. V-COCO contains manually created ontological triplets and REC-COCO
uses their automatically linked mentions. The results for V-COCO refer to the subset which
was linked in REC-COCO. Visual Genome also contains images and manually annotated
triplets, where annotations do not overlap with those in V-COCO or REC-COCO. All results use the same simplified model, where the relation was used instead of the full caption.

In these experiments we train and run a model which is a simplified version of
our full model, as it does not use the caption in the input, just the subject, relation
and object. The architecture is the same as in Section 4 (cf. Figure 4), where
instead of the output of the linear layer over the caption encoder vcap we use the
embedding of the relation vR :
zc = ReLU (Wc [vR ; vS ; vO ] + bc )

We thus compare the results of this system under the same conditions across
three different datasets:
V-COCO This dataset contains (S, R, O) concept triplets, e.g. (PERSON, RIDE,
HORSE), with corresponding bounding boxes in the images [6]. We use the subset
of V-COCO obtained by discarding the actions that have no argument, as described
in Section 3. This allows for head-to-head comparison with REC-COCO.
REC-COCO It contains the same examples above, but the subject, object and
relation tokens have been extracted from the captions after the automatic link to
the concept triplets, e.g. (woman, riding, horse).
Visual Genome This dataset [8] also contains manually annotated (S, R, O) concept triplets with corresponding bounding boxes in the images. The images and
annotations are independent of those in V-COCO (and therefore REC-COCO). We
use two variants of this dataset: the 378k version is the same used in [5], where all
instances containing explicit relations are discarded. We further reduce this dataset
15

Input
Conceptual relation
Relation token
Caption

accy
75.6
77.9
77.6

F 1y
75.4
77.7
77.7

rx
78.3
70.4
82.6

ry
63.4
67.6
65.2

R2
51.7
47.3
59.3

IoU
14.9
12.1
16.4

Table 5: Evaluating the contribution of captions. Performance for different inputs: manual
conceptual relations (V-COCO subset), the relation token in the caption (as linked when
deriving REC-COCO) and full captions (REC-COCO). Results are fully comparable, as
they only differ in the input used, and show the performance gains when using captions.
See text for more details.

to have the same size as REC-COCO. The subset is created by randomly selecting
triplets of the 21 most used actions and the 67 most used entities.
Table 4 shows the results of the system in each dataset. Regarding the effect
of the automatic mapping, the table shows that using the caption tokens (i.e. RECCOCO) instead of ontology concept triplets (i.e. V-COCO) yields better results
in three of the evaluation metrics and worse in the other three metrics, so we can
conclude that they are comparable. These results show that the possible errors
introduced when aligning triplets to caption tokens is relatively low, and that RECCOCO is overall a valid dataset for inferring spatial relations from triplets.
The results are better than those obtained using a subset of Visual Genome
of comparable size, although a larger training dataset (378k) yields better results
overall. Although the results of different datasets can not be directly compared,
they can give insights regarding the task difficulty. In this regard, the table shows
that the task proposed by REC-COCO is comparable in difficulty to the triplets
presented in Visual Genome. As Visual Genome is a well established dataset, we
think these results are relevant.

5.2

Evaluating the contribution of captions

Table 5 shows the results which confirm the hypothesis in this paper. The top
row shows the results when the system ignores the caption and uses instead the
manually extracted conceptual relation in V-COCO. The second row shows the
results of the same system when using the automatically mapped relation token
in the input6 . The bottom row shows the results for the system when using the
full caption encoded using BERT, ignoring which is the relevant relation7 . The
6
7

These results are the same as the rows labeled with V-COCO and REC-COCO in Table 4.
The results for alternative caption encoders are shown below.
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Encoder
AVG
BiLSTM
BERT

accy
77.8
79.4
77.6

F 1y
77.7
79.5
77.7

rx
80.0
80.0
82.6

ry
60.4
64.9
65.2

R2
53.8
56.6
59.3

IoU
13.8
15.0
16.4

Table 6: Evaluating caption encoders. Performance on REC-COCO for different caption
encoders (cf. Section 4)

best results in all metrics except accy and ry are obtained when using the caption.
Indeed, this model achieves the best R2 and IoU, the metrics which are best for
evaluating spatial relations, since they are continuous and consider both x and y
axis. These results confirm our hypothesis: (1) it is possible to infer the size and
location of an object with respect to a given subject directly from the caption; (2)
the use of full text allows to place the object better than using a manually extracted
relation. The improvement obtained by the use of full captions with respect to
using the relation token alone reflects that the motivation was correct (cf. Figure
1).

5.3

Evaluating caption encoders

Table 6 shows the results of our model on REC-COCO for different caption encoders (cf. Section 4). As expected, the simplest model (AVG) yields the worst
results across all metrics, and the better results of BiLSTM show that this sentence
encoder is able to profit from modelling word order in order to learn a more effective caption representation. In the bottom row, the use of transformers pre-trained
in a masked language modelling task to encode the caption (BERT) yields the best
results for all metrics except accy and F 1y . The fact that these results agree with
those obtained by the community on sentence encoding problems across multiple tasks [31] serves as indirect confirmation that REC-COCO is a well-designed
dataset, and that full captions contain information which is relevant for inducing
spatial relations.

5.4

Analysis of combined inputs

In order to understand the contribution of each possible input, we tried several
additional combinations and ablations, as shown in Table 7. In the first row we
show the results when using the BERT encoding over captions, already reported
in Table 5 and repeated here for easier comparison. In the second row we show
the results when extending the input to consider the embedding of the relation in
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Input
Caption
Caption+relation
Caption-SO

accy
77.6
79.5
65.0

F 1y
77.7
79.6
65.1

rx
82.6
82.6
77.4

ry
65.2
66.1
20.1

R2
59.3
58.6
18.8

IoU
16.4
14.9
2.3

Table 7: Analysis of combined inputs. Performance on REC-COCO for different inputs in
each row: caption, caption plus relation, caption without subject and object information.

addition to the caption, with no clear improvement, as the results only improve
slightly in the binary above/below metric (accy and F 1y ), with lower performance
in other metrics. This result shows that the caption encoder is able to represent the
relevant information regarding the relation between subject and object, without the
need of an additional explicit signal.
The third row shows the results when our model (cf. Figure 4 in Section 4)
does not receive any information about which are the subject and object. The clear
decrease in performance shows that the model is not learning hidden biases in the
data, and that the results of our model are sensible. From another perspective,
it also shows that the captions in our dataset are complex and describe multiple
relations between different subjects and objects.
All in all, the results validate our hypothesis that the information conveyed in
captions is complementary to the structured information, and that the unstructured
information is particularly useful when important information is missing from the
triplets.

5.5

Error Analysis

The MS-COCO dataset contains complex scenes with many entities in diverse contexts, which makes spatial relations prediction very challenging. Even the context
provided by captions may be insufficient to properly identify the spatial relations
of some images. Figure 5 shows examples of system predictions that do not agree
with the ground truth. The a) example shows a difficult scene where the caption
does not provide enough information about the scene. Note that, although wrong,
the system prediction corresponds more or less to prototypical spatial arrangements
between the entities mentioned in the scene, which would probably agree with the
spatial relations that a typical person would draw.
The b) example shows incorrectly tagged entities. For example, the bench in
the image is larger than the tagged bounding box. But the model prediction for the
bounding box suggests that it knows that a bench is usually larger than a person.
Further, when we compare a) and b) examples we see that our model is also able
18

Figure 5: Four examples of spatial relations inferred by our method (green bounding box
on white background, right side) that do not match the gold standard (green bounding box
in the image, left side). Best viewed in color.

to differentiate when a person is laying or is sitting on a bench. When it is laying,
the bench is roughly equal in size to the person, but it is larger in the x axis when
the person is sitting on a bench. This is something interesting, because it shows
the ability to learn common sense from the raw text and visual information, like
humans do.
The c) example in Figure 5 shows another difficult scene, where the person is
jumping with his/her snowboard. The position of the person is not the usual one
(on top of the board). This is not fully described in the caption, and our model
infers that the person is on the board. Once again, it would be interesting to see
what humans would draw given the caption. The d) example is also complicated,
since it shows the occlusion of the object, which our model cannot handle properly.
In that case, the surfboard is well located (under the person), but its size is larger
than in the image. However, it is worth to note that the bounding box predicted for
the surfboard is not long enough (given the size of the person, the surfboard should
be longer in the x axis, if it was not occluded). It might be that the ”riding a wave”
expression made the model infer that a part of the board is actually occluded.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we show that using the full textual descriptions of images improves
the ability to model the spatial relationships between entities. Previous research
19

has focused on using structured concept triplets which include an ontological representation of the relation, but we show that the caption contains additional useful
information which our system uses effectively to improve results. Our experiments
are based on REC-COCO, a new dataset that we have automatically derived from
MS-COCO and V-COCO containing associations between the words in the caption
and bounding boxes in images. Although there is some lose of information when
moving from the ontological concept triplets to the corresponding textual triplet as
mentioned in the textual caption, the use of the full caption yields the best results.
Furthermore, we see that the improvement also holds without explicitly specifying
the relation token in the caption, which shows that our system is able to automatically place entities relative to others without any additional manual annotation.
The system is thus able to figure out the relation and the relevant contextual information from the textual caption. Our error analysis shows that even in the case of
examples where the system output gets low scores, the system often guesses prototypical locations and sizes, which we think reflect common sense knowledge about
the scenes.
In order to place an object according to a caption, our system needs to take as
reference the size and location of another object. In the future, we would like to
explore techniques to infer, from a caption describing a scene, which entities need
to be depicted and their respective location and sizes in the image. In addition,
recent multimodal transformers like X-LXMERT [35] could be used to improve the
encoding of captions, taking advantage of the visual grounding previously learned
by the model. Finally, given that our work shows that it is not necessary to manually
annotate the relation between entities for satisfactory results, large collections like
MS-COCO which include captions and bounding boxes can be readily used to train
and test systems with the ability to decide which entities from a caption need to be
depicted.
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